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WOFFORD IN DEATH VALLEY HOLLYWOOD
Lindsay Farrell
Contributor

+

The Clemson Tigers
will take on the Wofford
Terriers this Satwday, Sept.
5, in Death Valley. It'll be the
first game for both teams this
season, and Clemson will aim
to do better than their 2011
performance against this team.
Clemson pulled that game
one out 35-27, struggling to
handle Wofford's triple option
attack. The triple option, an
offense based almost entirely
on r.:inning, is nearly extinct
in major college football, and
therefore difficult for some
defenses to handle. However,
every year Clemson plays
Georgia Tech, a team that
still runs the triple option and
should be better prepared than
most. In addition, Wofford
is returning 10 starters on
offense and has 15 players that
have started at some point
on defense.
In his first game-week
press conference of the season,
Head Coach Dabo Swinney
made several comparisons
between this year's team and
the team that struggled against
Wofford in 2011. Both current
Tigers and the 2011 team
were inexperienced, with a
high percentage of scholarship
players being freshman, and
both teams lost much of their
senior talent to the NFL Draft.
When asked if he thought this
team was better prepared than
the 2011 team, Coach Swinney
emphatically replied, "Yes."
"This year's seniors only know
success," Swinn_ey said. He also
added that the program was
much further along under his
leadership than the 2011 team
and that all ofthe players on the
team had come to play for him,
rather than his predecessor,
Tommy Bowden.
Many expect
games
like this ro be "tune-ups" for
conference play, believing that
the Wofford game is not overly
important. Coach Swinney

Opinion by: Saavon Smalls // TzmeOut Editor
If you saw the MTV Video Music Awards on Sunday,
there were probably a few things that caught your eye. But
no music awards ceremony is complete without Kanye
West gracing the stage, giving viewers an impassioned and
progressive, sometimes caustic, speech .
This year, Kanye was the recipient of the Michael
Jackson Vanguard Award, which was ironically presented to
him by Taylor Swift (who allowed Kanye to finish) . During
Kanye's speech, the rapper highlighted the importance of
acceptance of "new ideas" and "people with ideas." Yeezy
also likened himself to a millennial (I don't know about
you, Ye, but the last time I checked you were 3 7), stressing
the importance of inspiring the youth before he announced
his "bid" for 2020's presidential opening.
And while we haven't even decided on the winner of
the 2016 campaign, and while the rap god may have been
joking, it raises the question: what celebs would I want to
see run for president? It seems to be working surprisingly
well for Donald Trump, so here's a list of a few big stars I'd
like to see trade the green room for the Oval Office.

AMY PUEHLER: This

is definitely an easy choice for me. The
43-year-old is a successful TV/film actress, author, feminist
and comedian. From her Hillary Clinton SNL skits to her
"Parks and Rec" tenure as politician extraordinaire Leslie
Knope, it makes sense for the Golden Globe host to run
our country. Plus, she'd make Tina Fey her VP and Nick
Offerman her Secretary of State. Y'all know that America
would basically become a four-year-long successful NBC ·
show with many laughs along the way. I would rate it six
our of fi ve stars.

OPRAH:

She's Oprah - she's already been running this
country for the last decade. Why not make it official?
Enough said.

Coach Swinney will lead the Tigers against the Terriers in the first game of the season.

VIOLA DAVIS: The "How to

dismissed this idea, saying, "If
you don't think every game
is big, lose it. Then it's big."
Unprompted, Swinney also
insisted winning big or for
style points is unimportant,
speaking of the team's goals
posted on the wall, "Nothing
up there says win the opener
by four touchdowns. It says
'win the opener."' He also had
praise for Wofford's coach of28
years, Mike Ayers, saying, "He's
a great coach and a great man.

He could win anywhere."
Expect Clemson to play as
many as three quarter?acks in
an attempt to gain experience
for Deshaun Watson's backups,
Nick Schussler and Kelly
Bryant. Schussler is "far ahead
of Bryant," Swinney said, but
Bryant, a true freshman, is
"in a different hemisphere"
after this year's summer
program. Swinney noted that
experience,
no
matter
how small or seemingly

unimportant,
would
be
crucial for both players
going forward.
According to Swinney, .
Stanton Seckinger, a redshirt
graduate tight end, will
not play this week due to
some minor discomfort in his
knee. Swinney said Seckinger
had a "very minor cleanup
procedure" to remove scar
tissue after tearing "every
ligament in his knee" last year
against USC.

Get Away with Murder" star has .
taken Hollywood by storm, with the ABC hit being one of
the most successful shows currently airing with a person of
color lead. Davis, the 50-year-old Oscar and Emmy nominee, .
has proven to black and brown women everywhere that they
are beautiful and aren't subjected to just the "mammy" role
in TV and films. She absolutely rocks, and I'd vote for her ·
in a heartbeat.

JAMES FRANCO: If you follow James Franco in the media or on .
Instagram, it's pretty clear as to why I'd pick him. THE GUY
IS CRACKED OUT OF HIS MIND. And it is hilarious.
He's so weird (a funny, cool weird) that literally any country
that had a problem with us wouldn't do anything because

See HOLLYWOOD on page A2

Getting to know

VP SHAO
THOMAS
by
Interview

The Tiger News Staff

THE TIGER NEWS lTINl: TIN:
As Clemson University
Student
Government
(CUSG) vice president,
what do you think will be
your biggest challenges this
year? What do you hope to
accomplish?

SHAO

THOMAS

CSTJ:

We have a very driven
and powerful team this
year within CUSG. I am
confident enough in them
to say that there will be no
challenges and obstacles
that we cannot get through
together. As a team, the
sky's the limit when it
comes to what we will
accomplish. With that being
said, the most important
accomplishments will be
completing the platform
ideas that Undergraduate
Student Body President
'--~ =Shannon Kay and I ran on.
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What teams are you
excited to see execute plans
within CUSG? Are there
specific committees with
engaging initiatives that
caught your eye?

in her Priorities Ad Hoc
Committee. It is essential
that we stay on top ·of
promoting student priorities
to the administration and
this committee does just that.

ST:

TIN:

I am excited to see
what our Public Relations
team has to offer this
year. Public Relations is
an important part of any
organization and our goal
of reaching and connecting
with the student body
will be successful only with
the right PR Pertaining to
the initiatives, each branch
of CUSG is working on
great initiatives right now
and I am equally eager to
see what will come of them
all. I am really interested,
however, in the work
that our Undergraduate
Senate
President,
Ka tie
Abrames, is working on

TIGER

\I

What experience
did you have in student
leadership before joining
CUSG?

ST:

I joined CUSG as a
freshman, and it was my first
opportunity for leadership
here at Clemson. However,
I played sports for a good
bit of my life and have had
the opportunity to serve
in leaderships roles within
those teams.

TIN: Ifyouhadafewwords
of advice for students
who want to get inwlved
in CUSG, what would
they be?

ST:

First off, you do not
need experience to be a part
of Student Government.
That is a common question
that we receive when people
ask
about
Student
Government. Along with
that, CUSG is a place where
all of your interest can
come together for the good
of our great institution.
There are areas here that
students want to improve,
and you have the energy and
power to change anything.

For those interested in CUSG, steps ()n how to
get involved, as well as contact information, can
be found at mycusg.com.
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US @THETIGERCU AND
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they'd be so scared of what this "straight in real life, gay in my
arr" actor would do. Also, I feel that he'd need to have Shia
LeBeouf as his VP, so if troubles do arise, Shia could intimidate
opponents with his "JUST DO IT!" attitude.

THE

DRAKE: I know, I know -

Drake is Canadian. But the 6
God wouldn't actually be that bad as the head honcho. His
sensitivity, good vibes, banging music and overall caring
attitude towards others would make America the chillest
nation in the world ... as long as no one mentions Meek.

KIM KARDASHIAN: Sure, Kim is Kanye's wife, bur she has all
the necessary credentials to make an effective president. Her
privacy was grossly invaded a decade ago, yet she's taken
everything in stride, effectively bringing her family to such
success that you can't go anywhere online without spotting
the Kardashians. She's single-handedly made Paris Hilton
irrelevant, has cried her way to reaction pic/GIF. history,
divorced some nobody basketball player after three months
and has managed to remarry and happily live with one of
the unhappiest people on the planet. And imagine Kanye as
the First Husband!

The sun sets over Death Valley where 85,000 fans decked in orange will cheer for the Tigers this Saturday.

Campus safety
in full swing
'

Events held to
support security
Daniel Kennedy
Copy Editor
With the start of
National Campus Safety
Awareness month on Sept.
1, a number of events will
be available throughout
the coming weeks. This is
not Clemson's first time
participating,
having
observed the month for
at least five years now though this time around a
new face will be taking charge
of the festivities. Captain
Brad Rhodes is a member
of the Clemson University
Police
Department's
investigations
division
and will be overseeing the
events to come. This will
be his first year supervising
Safety Awareness Month,
following the departure of
the department member
previously in charge.
CUPD
will
be
collaborating
with
a
number of organizations
on and off campus to host
different events throughout
the
month,
including
the
Undergraduate
Student Government and
Redfern
Health
Center.
The police will also be
working
with
Healthy
Campus, the Interfraternity
Council and the Clemson
Fire Department.
On Sep~. 1, Captain
Rhodes and other members
of the CUPD hosted a
meeting for faculty and
staff members to talk about
building security. Topics of
discussion included what
to do in the event of an
active shooter on campus
and instructions for staff
members to help keep
students safe in emergency
situations. The first student
event on Sept. 3 is a pizza
night hosted in Clemson
House. At 5 :30 p.m. this
Thursday, students will have
the opporcunity to eat pizza
and ask members of the
Clemson Police Department
and the Clemson Fire
Department questions.
Other
events
throughout the month will
include seminars on alcohol
and drug use. The CUPD

will also be participating in
Student Disability Day on
Sept. 10. In addition, there
are plans for a stalking and
harassment seminar as well
as a class about campus
safety guidelines. Healthy
Campus is planning a beach
bash to promote off-campus
safety, and a meet-and-great
with Dot, CUPD's bomb
sniffing dog, will be held
as well. The month's efforts
will culminate on Sept. 24
with the annual campus
safety walk.
Chief
Hendricks
reiterated that "all campus
community
members
are invited" to take part
in this organized walk,
where
paruc1pants
will
be guided by a police
officer or fire fighter. As
they walk through the
campus, the group will
"address students' safety
concerns about different
locations
on
campus,"
looking for and pointing
out potentially unsafe areas
while discussing precautions
to
rake
in
dangerous
sitµations .
Participants
will have the opportunity
and
to
ask
questions
make suggestions.
The main intention of
the month is to make campus
community
members
more aware of the safety
issues that they might face,
and to promote crime
prevention. Captain Rhodes
said that the department was
"looking for a good turnout,"
and he also reiterated the
need for an active and
student
body.
watchful
"With so many students
and so few members · of
law
enforcement,
we
on
student
eyes.
rely
If you see something,
call the police, or call 911.
[The) biggest thing is to
get students involved in
campus safety." Students
were
reassured
by
CUPD's plans, includin 9
junior computer science
major Ryan Becwar, who said
that he "think[s) Clemson
is a very safe town, and
particularly [the) campus as
it is", praising the work of
rh·e police department.

FIND UPDATED INFORMATION
ABOUT EVENTS ONLINE AT
http:!/newsstand. clemson. edu

AND ALSO AT
biogs. clemson. edulinside-clemson

CLEMSON UNIVERSITY
POLICE DEPARTMENT
864-656-2222
police@clemson.edu

IN THE EVENT OF AN EMERGENCY, CALL 911.

'

Spaced out in Kinard
Planetariu1n hosts ''out of this world'' show
Garrett Basil

Contributor
The
Clemson
Department of Physics and
Astronomy will be putting on
a series of public planetarium
shows beginning Sept. 1 in
Kinard 118. These shows
will be offered free of
charge each Tuesday at 7:30
p.m. until the end of the
semester, with the exceptions
of Oct. 13 (fall break), Nov.
24 (Thanksgiving holiday)
and Dec. 8 (finals week).
According to Debbie
Helvie, an administrative
assistant _in the department,
"[the] shows explore the
night sky pointing our the
moon, the planets, the North
Star, the Milky Way and the
constellations. Then a virtual
trip through the solar system,
flying from one planet to the
next and discussing features
and facts about each planet,
the solar system and the galaxy.
Other topics include meteors/
shooting stars, the fate of the
sun, the seasons and phases of
the moon."
Amber Porter, a member
of the Department of Physics
and Astronomy and one of the
show's instructors, said these
shows are for anyone who
is interested in studying the
cosmos, and not necessarily
just those who may be
studying them at Clemson.

Maggie Masterson

Contributor
Some tropical plants are
getting picky about pollen.
New research by University of
Toronto ecologists shows that
the exotic plant Heliconia
tortuosa is able to distinguish
between different types of
hummingbird pollinators, as
published in "Proceedings
of the National Academy
of Sciences."
Heliconias
are
typically
pollinated
by six different species of
hummingbird, yet only two
species truly contribute to
the planes' reproduction.
According to current research,
the plants are producing
an abundance of pollen in
response to the touch of two
preferred pollinators: the
green hermit hummh1gbird
and the violet sabrewing
hummingbird. These longbilled
hummingbirds
certainly
make
good

She said "... we may have
audience members who are
currently learning about space
in class or it may have been
decades since they had lessons
about astronomy. Because
of this, we aim to engage
everyone no matter what their
current knowledge level is
when they walk in the door."
She described the show as a
"live show," meaning that the
presenter is actively describing
a set of short videos instead of
the approach taken elsewhere,
where a long movie is played
on the dome, accompanied by
a recorded narration.
The show is unique to
each individual presenter at
the planetarium, as well as
the interests of the audience
members. Ms. Porter also
said "each presenter gives
a unique show even if
everyone is playing the same
videos and we can easily
adapt to the interests of the
audience members."
The planetarium has been
in operation since September
1961 and a new digital theater
system was installed in 2011,
giving the presenters more
tools to customize each show
to the particular audience.
When asked if he
knew anything about the
planetarium, Henry Schuford,
a junior accounting major
replied, "I did not; where is it?
How did I take an astronomy

class apd not know that? I
would definitely visit that at
least once to check it out." It
seems that many students are'
unaware of the planetarium.
"If I knew we had a
planetarium, I'd probably
spend a lot of time at it,"
said Bray Burdette, a junior
biological science major. "I'm
very interested in star gazing
and used to have a telescope as
a kid just so I could get a better
view of the sky. Personally,
I've always wanted to go to a
planetarium. It would also be
a cool place to go on a dare."
Rachel Anderson, a junior
graphic
communications
major, echoed the sentiment
that the planetarium would
be a good date location,
saying, "I would love tq go, it
sounds like a nice place for a
date or just a different
atmosphere. Since I live in

Atlanta, I didn't get to really
ever see many stars, so it would
be a fun little adventure every
once and a while."
In addition to the show
itself, the presenters aim to
leave time at the end to answer
audience questions, or to
discuss recent events in the
field of astronomy.
When asked why it is
important to study the stars,
Ms. Porter said, "For all of
the things we now understand
about astronomical objects,
there are just as many
unansweted
questions.
Today, we are curious to
learn how unique out planet
is, what are the chances for
'life' elsewhere, and what is
the fate of our universe. All
of these questions began by
people looking up at the stars
of the night sky and wanting
to understand what they saw."

nectar sippers, but how do
Heliconias
differentiate
their beloved birds from the
average avian?
Researchers
postulate•
that
the
hummingbirds'
long beaks are the key to
this fascinating recognition
mechanism. To test their
hypothesis, a group hand
pollinated
the
flowers,
believing hand pollination to
be the most precise method
of fertilization. The results
were startling; almost none of
the plants were successfully
fertilized. With the idea
in mind that a long beak
might be crucial, researchers
simulated the sensation of the
lengthy bill with an elongated
pipette. The plants confirmed
their suspicions by quickly
producing an abundance
of germinated pollen and
successfully reproducing. This
interesting recognition ability
is the first of its kind, but
scientists suspect that other

behavior-like
mechanisms
occur in plants as well. In
reference to the induced
reaction of beak and flower
stem, lead biologist Adam
Hadley muses, "We've sort
of almost thought about it as
some kind of hummingbird
foreplay." The long stems of
the flowers are also thought
to be the vital feature in this
process, warding off short
beaked hummingbirds and
selecting longer-billed ones.
A final consideration for
this discovery is the reason
why these plants specifically
favor the green hermit
hummingbird and the violet
sabrewing
hummingbird.
There are several postulations
as to why these birds are
more useful to Heliconias
than others, such as that
their long beaks can simply
suck up more nectar at a time
than other hummingbirds.
Hadley suspects that the
activities of these birds may

also contribute to their
practicality as pollinators.
The green hermit and violet
sabrewing often travel long
distances, spreading pollen
to a greater area. The benefits
of a more widespread pollen
distribution are the reduction
of inbreeding and a decrease
in the overpopulation of one
area. Less inbreeding leads
to more genetic diversity
and
fewer
mutations
among offspring.
This
information
certainly suggests that plants
can be selective about who
can acquire their nectar, but
it also implies that Heliconias
respond
to
differential
reproductive
success,
which has implications _for
all plants. Hadley predicts
that
more investigations
like his will emerge and that
perhaps
plants
are
capable of much more
complex
processes
than
previously imagined.

Students observe the starry celestial bodies in motion.
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THE GOOD, THE BAD LET THE GIRL GO
FIGHTING FOR TRANS RIGHTS
T EG
interests; I kept expecting
the video to cut to an
Senior StaffWriter
interview with the president
rom what I understand, or members,
but this
the point of becoming didn't happen.
involved in sororities and
In addition to the
fraternities is to make lasting video's lack of substance, it's a
friendships with other young challenge to feel 100 percent
men and women who have secure while watching it. This
similar interests, to network blatant lack of diversity may
with other Greeks outside have led younger viewers to
of school, to ·participate in believe, "If I'm not white
philanthropic causes and to or I don't look perfect in a
hold each other accountable · bikini or I can't afford those
for your roles as students, clothes, then when I get to
sisters and brothers. Ideally, college I won't be accepted
they are societies that hold you into a sorority." Images aren't
to high standards ofcharacter. everything, and it is not
Through these organizations, okay to stereotype sorority
you can become your best . members by their letters,
sel£
but the video for Alpha Phi
The
University
of deemed otherwise. Though it
Alabama Alpha Phi sorority was probably an overreaction
recruitment video did not for the video to make national
showcase any of these valid news, the topics brought up
goals. Though the sisters in reaction to it are certainly
certainly all seem to be great newsworthy
and
need
friends having fun together, to be discussed.
where was the promotion
In contrast to sororities,
of
philanthropy
and fraternity
recruitment is
volunteering? The networking a little different; potential
and scholastic achievement? members, usually referred
The diversity? The . video to as pledges, ofi:en have to
featured
mostly blonde, endure a sentence·of mockery
exclusively Caucasian girls and pointless tasks before
fanning their hair, dressing up initiation to prove their
like Free People mannequins dedication to the fraternity.
and skipping through fields Though this is usually done
together,
each
member in jest, the death of Clemson
indistinct from the next.
student Tucker Hipps last
Blowing glitter into the year is a prime example of
wind is visually appealing, how ttadition can get out
but it has no significance in of hand. There have been
an organization recruitment school-wide and even national
video.
Viewers
learned efforts to prevent hazing, like
nothing about the individuals' National Hazing Prevention
personalities, hobbies or week and hazing-prevention
Savannah N. Miller

F

organizations, but there's no
way to constantly monitor
the activities of individual
fraternity brothers.
Excessive drinking also
comes ro mind in regards
to Greek life. Members of
fraternities and sororities
alike · have an infamous
reputation for binge drinking
at social events. According
to a survey done by the U.S.
Department of Education's
Higher Education Center,
"75 percent of fraternity
members engaged in heavy
drinking, compared with
49 percent of other male
students.
Likewise,
62
percent of sorority members
engaged in binge drinking
versus 41 percent of non
sorority members." Michael
Reese, another Clemson
student, died in 2013 at a
fraternity party for alcohol
related reasons. That's two
fraternity deaths in two years.
How many will be too many
before we change something?
Do not misunderstand
me. I know that Greek life
can be a great thing if done
with the right mentality, and
I will admit that not all of
these Greek life stereotypes
apply to every brotherhood
and · sisterhood on our
campus or across the nation.
But, if you're ashamed of
or angered by the false
representation of sororities
and fraternities, then blame
your predecessors; there is
work to be done to reverse the
Greek life image that tarnishes
Clemson's campus.

Remy Barnwell

Outlook Editor
Lila Perry is her name. She is
a 17-year-old senior at Hillsboro
High School, according to the
New York Times, and all she
wants is to go to the bathroom. As
simple as that issue should be, the
process of gaining access to female
facilities has been turbulent. Perry,
a trans girl, wants access to the
girls' bathrooms and locker rooms,
but her request has been met with
a great deal of backlash including
policy drafi:s (not in Lila's favor)
and student protests against her
access to the bathrooms.
Derrick Good, a father of
two daughters who attend the
high school, is quoted by the New
York Times saying, "It's a violation
of my daughters' rights to privacy
to not have a policy [that requires
students to use facilities based on
their biological sex]." Firstly, I
want to ask whose job it is it going
to be to check everybody's genitalia
to determine their biological sex?
And what standard will they use to
classify everybody's genitalia? Such
a policy would involve a breach of
everybody's right to privacy.
But what about Lila's rights?
Denying Lila access to female
facilities because ofthe ignotance of
her fellow students, their relatives
and the school administration
is unfair. The Oxford English
Dictionary defines gender as "the

state of being male or female as
expressed by social or cultural
distinctions and differences, rather
than biological ones." Lila is just as
much ofa girl as any other woman,
whether transgender or cisgender
(a person who self-identifies with
the gender that corresponds to
their biological sex). She is being
discriminated against, and she
deserves better.
The right to privacy should be
extended to Lila just as it would be
to anybody else, and requiring her
to use men's facilities is not only
unfair but also unconstitutional.
Being transgender in today's
society often means having your
rights constantly questioned or
taken from you.
According to the Office
for Victims of Crime, one in
two transgender individuals are
sexually assaulted in their lives
and 50 percent of transgender
individuals surveyed reported
being hit by a partner afi:er corning
out as trans. The rate of suicide
attempts among members of the .
trans community is 41 percent
as opposed to 4.6 percent of
the general public, according to
USA Today.
Trans individuals face more
discrimination, less inclusion
and more dangers than almost
any other demographic group.
Trans awareness is important and
it is a conversation we need to
continuously have on campus.
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I don't think there is a single viewer
who would say they weren't shocked by
the VMA's Sunday night. Between the
incredible performances, absurd outfits,
celebrity drama and the shocking
announcement of #Yeezy2020, each of
us had to pick our jaws up off the floor.
Let's start out with digesting the idea of
Kim Kardashian as the First Lady. Are
you still breathing? Okay good. While
we can't deny that the power couple,
Kirn K and K.anye, is fabulous in its
own right, the pair seem better suited to
conquering the world of entertainment,
rather than the world of politics.
Kanye's level of talent as an

entertainer was affirmed once more
as he accepted the Michael Jackson
Video Vanguard award on Sunday, and,
surprisingly, he used his acceptance
speech to state that the award actually
disgusted him. This is where I assumed
his true character would show once
again, just as it had during the
VMAs years back when he publically
embarrassed Taylor Swift as she received
her award. I clung to each syllable that
fell from K.anye's mouth, and if I'm
being honest, I was very conflicted
about what to think about him as a real
human being as a person with feelings.
However, the words between the
rambles seemed to resonate with both
those watching the VMAs at home
and the artists in attendance. He spoke

openly about his conflicting views on
artistic integrity and questioned his
decision to interrupt Swift back in 2009.
Though the rambling speech didn't
offer much of a real answer, he admitted
that, "I do fight for artists, but in that
fight I somehow was disrespectful to
artists." Kanye put the TV station
on blas·t for arranging to have Taylor
Swift give him the award in hopes of
creating drama and increasing ratings,
and criticized the idea that award shows
seem glorious, saying that in reality
they are calling artists losers despite the
fact they have dedicated their lives and
bared their souls publically for their art.
Kanye's points, while valid, did
not change my opinion of him from
a political standpoint, but it did make

me respect his willingness to volunteer
as tribute among all the artists in the
crowd and stand unarmed as he took
each bulleted public opinion.
His speech definitely changed
my questions from "How dare you,
K.anye?" to "How dare you, VMAs?"
and "How dare you, MTV?" Often,
we may not realize just how much
blood, sweat and tears go into the
music produced by artists, and the
reality of this, along with K.anye's
willingness to "die for the art," was
refreshing to me. In his speech, K.anye
admitted that his former hope was
always that "people would like me
more." Although it might not make a
difference to him now, his speech may
have achieved just that.

The Tiger is an independent
organization comprised of many
individuals. The opinions expressed
by any article may not necessarily
represent the views ofThe Tiger
Newspaper, Clemson University or
the Board ofTrustees.

Letters to the editor can
be su~mitted to
editor.thetigernews@gmail.com.
Letters must not be longer than
400 words and will run at the
discretion of the Editor in Chief.
Each reader's first copy ofThe Tiger
is free. All subsequent copies are
$1.00 each.
We would like to issue a few corrections
for our last issue: in Paws Up, Paws
Down:
Paula Deen's name was misspelled.
Kyle Jean-Baptiste's name was incorrect.
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Interview by: Jack O'Reilly Photograph by: Isabelle Davis
& Stephen Krupka
Jack O'Reilly: If I didn't
know anything about you,
what would you want us to
take away from
this interview?
Ben Boulware: Lot of
people, this is kinda stupid,
lot of people don't know that
I have a little sister who's
like a year younger than me.
Everybody thinks we're like
a family full of boys, stupid
dudes. But I have a sister
who's a sophomore here that
like nobody knows about and
I feel bad for her, because it
sucks she's like having to live
under me and my brothers
shadow or whatever but yea
I've got a little sister who's
pretty cool.

Stephen

Krupka:
I'd
imagine guys are intimidated
of dating her.
BB: (Laughs)

JO: So we got on your
Twitter, and it's a riot.
BB: Appreciate it man,
it would be a lot better
honestly, I've had some
way funnier stuff to say
but they like make me
just
filter
everything

I

I say. Trust me, it'd be top
notch.

JO: I thought this was
America.
BB: Exactly!
speech dude.

Freedom of

JO: But when you say stuff
like you did about the
Oklahoma running back
(Boulware, in response to
an ESPN post saying the
Oklahoma running game
can't be stopped, pointed
out that Clemson did in
last years Russell Athletic
Bowl), what do you expect
to happen after?
BB: I mean, obviously I
expected it to gain some
attention. I didn't think it
was going to blow up like
that, I was just, you know,
trying to be a jerk. That
Twitter site set him up for
it, he (Perrine) didn't, but I
mean of course I'm going to
say something funny, but I
didn't know it was going to
blow up like that and make
as much tension as it did.

BB: Yea, it was subtle. He
had good stats but that
was against our third string
defense, the first three
quarters he did nothing.
He's a really good player, the
offense didn't have a good
game against us. Honestly
he'll probably be a first
round, top ten pick. Again,
he's a good player I just think
our defense is better.

JO: What happened to the
lumberjack look you had?
BB: Yea, bro, I used to have
a sick beard. It just got
annoying, dude. Putting a
chin strap on it, taking care
of it every day, I had to hold
my beard down to brush my
teeth, like, just annoying. I
looked like an idiot too.

JO: With the offense getting
two new coordinators, what's
it like having the same coach
from end of high school
through your college career?
BB: It definitely helps
me build a relationship
with him, like, a strong
relationship. It would suck
if I had to change coaches in
the middle ·of my career, get
a whole new coach. I'd have
to basically prove myself all
over again, that I'm like able
to play at this level. Having
him staying my whole career,
hopefully next year too,
just get[ing] closer to him,
build[ing] a stronger bond.

JO: Sounds awful.
BB: It was so ugly. Just not
worth it.

JO: Coach Venables has been
your Defensive Coordinator
the whole time, right?
BB- Yes.

was getting talked about as
being a potential head coach.
Do you think he's going to
leave and how do you think
he'd do as a head coach?
BB: I don't know his
thoughts or plans for the
future, but he'd be a great
head coach.
He's very
disciplined, responsible, he
obviously knows football,
but he's a very defensive
minded coach. I mean I
know Coach Swinney is an
offensive-minded coach. I
think at the right program
he'd do really well, but again
I don't know his plans.

JO: You mean because so
many head coaching jobs go
·to offensive coaches.

JO: Do you play faster
because of him?

JO: I mean you weren't
wrong, 40-6, right?

BB: Yea.

BB: Not because of the
relationship, he just drills
in our heads the game plan
and makes us knowledgeable
with what we're doing. I
don't play faster because of
my relationship with him,
I just play faster because
he makes us smart football
players.

JO: Did he recruit you?
JO: He (Coach Venables)

BB: Yea, but I mean he's a
great coach. He could do
anything he wanted honestly.

JO: What's it like, after
growing up in Anderson, to
play here. Like did you grow
up a Clemson fan?
BB: My whole family went
here. My mom went here,
all my aunts and uncles, my
brother came here, my sister
goes here, my grandpa played

Ii

football here, my older
cousin played linebacker
here. Literally my whole
family played here. I'm just
continuing that legacy. It's
pretty cool. [I've] been a
Clemson fan my whole life,
coming to the games. Seeing
it from different perspectives,
like in the stands and now
playing in the games: pretty
cool experience.

JO: As a Clemson lifer,
how'd it feel to beat USC?
BB: It felt pretty good, I
definently experienced a lot
of games where we beat them
- I wasn't a part of the team
- the past two years, my
freshman and sophomore,
year where they kicked our
butts kinda sucked because
growing up always beating
South Carolina
after
five years of them kicking
our butt it's just a different
mindset, change of scenery
for us, so to beat them
after five years is great for
everybody.

JO: If there's one thing
you could tell the Clemson
family, what would it be?
BB: Get ready.
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SPORTS

Cole Little
Contributor

Deshaun Watson runs the ball for a quarterback keeper. Watson is an early Heisman
contender and will start his campaign Saturday against the Wofford Terriers.

Clemson
fans'
conspicuously high expectations
for their team heading into the
start of the 2015 season go hand
in hand with their aspirations for
sophomore starting quarterback
Deshaun Watson. The national
media has done its fair share
of catalyzing his hype, but
the rest of the offense cannot
be overlooked. Due to the
multitude of important players
returning from major injuries,
the loss ofimportant seniors from
last year's team and the departure
of hotshot offensive coordinator
Chad Morris in the offseason,
cautious optimism is a fair
approach to forging expectations
for the Tigers offense this season.
Rest assured, Deshaun
Watson has the fate of this fall's
Clemson team in the palm of
his hand. How well he bounces
back from a devastating injury
that prematurely ended his 2014
campaign is all too importarit for
the offense as a whole. However,
there are several other gears ofthe
Clemson offense that must rotate
properly in order for this team
of Tigers to become the well
oiled machine it is fully capable
of becoming. Chad Morris left
on a midnight train back to his
home state of Texas this past
winter, but tenured position
coaches Jeff Scott and Tony
Elliott look to fill his enormous
shoes this autumn as the new
co-offensive coordinators. A
wily decision on Head Coach
Dabo Swinney's part, granting
the former receivers coach, Scott,
and the former running backs

coach, Elliott, the same power
in running the show should
prevent Clemson's offense from
losing the high-octane nature
that made it so dangerous under
Morris. Note that "should" is the
key word here.
The ACC has slowly
but surely evolved to match
the offensive schematics of
the Pac-12 and SEC in recent
years, featuring less prototypical
pocket passers and more athletic,
versatile quarterbacks. Of course,
Watson is a prime example ofthe
ACC's evolution, as are Justin
Thomas of Georgia Tech and
Everett Golson of Florida State.
Though Clemson, Georgia
Tech and Florida State are all
candidates for this season's ACC
crown, the latter two feature
something that Clemson lacks:
a proven, reliable running game.
Perhaps
the
biggest
question
mark
involving
Clemson's offense this fall centers
upon what to expect from the
running backs. Youngster Wayne
Gallman enters the season as
the starrer, but veterans Zac
Brooks and C.J. Davidson must
contribute in a big way, too. With
other inexperienced yet talented
halfbacks Adam Choice and
Tyshon Dye rounding out the
loaded running back corps, there
will be no excuse for Clemson's
running game to not be on par
with that of Georgia Tech and
Florida State. The Hy in the
ointment, however, is identical to
that of the quarterback position.
That is, the injury concerns
loom large. Brooks and Choice
are both returning from major
season-ending injuries, and Dye
is coming off ofa season in which

he was never at full strength
following an offseason Achilles
tear. Nevertheless, if this stable of
thoroughbreds is granted the gift
of health this autumn, the sky
will assuredly be their limit.
Losing team leader and
multi-talented wide receiver
Adam Humphries to graduation
will hurt Clemson's pass
catching unit early on, but with
future superstar receivers Mike
Williams and Attavis Scott and
reliable tight ends Jordan Leggett
and Stanton Seckinger all on
the roster, Watson should have
plenty of weapons to throw to
this season. As far as the offensive
line is concerned, attempting to
replace lynchpin guards David
Beasley and Kalon Davis, who
both graduated, will be difficult,
but true freshman tackle Mitch
Hyatt is expected to pick up a
hefty load of that slack this fall.
All in all, Clemson's offense
should be a force to be reckoned
with in 2015. In fact, during
an appearance on the David
Glenn Show in July, Coach
Swinney said, "We are going to
be immensely better than we
were last year, offensively. That
is going to help some of those
losses defensively. Last year, we
really relied on our defense a
lot because we were just kind of
average offensively." When taking
this quote into consideration,
as well as the 10-3 record the
Tigers garnered in their 2014
season (which featured a murky
quarterback situation
early
on), one might ascertain that a
cautious approach to optimism
regarding
Clemson's
2015
offense might be nothing more
than paranoia.

DEFENSIVE DEPTH IN QUESTION THIS SEASON
J_
I

Henry Hutton
Columnist
At the end of the 2014
season, Brent Venables' defense
was, statistically speaking, the
best in the nation. It took a
few years, but his incredible
dedication finally came to
fruition last year when he
molded a sub-par Tigers' defense
into a national powerhouse. The
true test ofgenius may lay ahead
for Venables, however, as he
attempts to employ a defensive
scheme to fit the wealth of talent
he has at some positions and the
holes he has at others.
With the start of the first
game week of the year, Clernson
released its official depth chart
for the opener against Wofford
and raised a few questions. The
defensive line, although by no
means straightforward, is one
of the easier positions of the
defense to predict. The starters
are: Kevin Dodd (DE), Shaq
Lawson (DE), Scott Pagano
(Dn and Carlos Watkins (Dn.
The line took its biggest hit last
week when senior and starting
DT, DJ. Reader, announced
he was taking an indefinite
leave of absence from the team
for personal reasons. While this
hurt, it was simply a next man
up situation from which the
Tigers can recover. The pass
rush will still depend mostly on
Shaq Lawson, whom some have
suggested could actually have a
bett~r season this year than Vic
Beasley had in 2014.
While he has looked good

on the field, he hasn't played
much, so this is by no means
a guarantee. Although listed
as backups, it is likely that top
recruits such as Richard Yeargin
(DE) and Christian Wilkins
(on could break through
and see significant time once
the season gets going. Overall,
the rest of the line should be
strong; however, it won't, be the
front four to which we've grown
accustomed in Clemson.
The depth chart format
requires that three starting
linebackers be named, but
I would be shocked if we
saw this many on the field
for the majority of snaps at
the beginning of the 2015
campaign. The listed starters are:
Ben Boulware (MLB), Travis
Blanks (OLB) and BJ. Goodson
(OLB). While Goodson and
Blanks are both talented players
in their own right, they are
inexperienced. Travis Blanks was
a highly sought afi:er recruit, but
he has simply not progressed
as expected, leaving his role
questionable. Many optimists
believe, though, that he could
be like last season's Stephane
Anthony, a highly recruited late
bloomer who was just drafted in
the first round, The only player
who is a cerrainty at linebacker
is Ben Boulware, a crafty veteran
leader who learned under the
aforementioned Anthony last
season and looked more than
capable of taking over the
defensive reins.
Venables has a completely
different problem at the defensive

Last season's defensive line sacks Syracuse's quarterbackA.J. Long. Clemson had the #1 defense in the nation last fall
but lost talent to the NFL this year.
back

position:

more

talent

than he can possibly play. Both
Mackenzie Alexander (CB) and
Jayron Kearse (S) could be All
Americans come December if
they continue to break onto the
national stage. The other starters
in the secondary are Cordrea
Tankersley (CB) and T.J. Green
(S). Both are incredibly capable
and will be some of the best in
the conference, thus completing

one ofthe greatest secondaries in
the nation.
The talent does not stop
there. Junior Jadar Johnson
will see plenty of playing time,
as will Adrian Baker, Ryan
Carter and even Mark Fields
- an .incredibly talented true
freshman - once the broken
bone in his hand heals. Because
of this wealth of talent, we may
see Venables mix up his coverage

to a nickel package. A traditional
nickel utilizes four linemen,
only one true linebacker (which
would be Boulware), two
traditional corners and safeties
and rwo almost cornerback/
linebacker hybrids who can
adjust based on the amount of
receivers the offense is showing.
This would allow Clemson
to play efficient defense while
giving the linebacker core the

support they need.
Ultimately, Venables will
likely use some creative looks,
testing different packages against
Wofford and Appalachian State.
Clemson likely won't have the
number one defense again: with
all the talent, though, we should
finish somewhere in the Top 25
overall and keep the Tigers in the
game with just about every team
in the league.
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JOIN OUR SPORTS (WRITING) TEAM.
Email thetigersports@gmail.com
for more iriformation.
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THE 2015 VMA'S ACCORDING TO
SOMEONE WHO DOESN'T CARE
James Kidd
Asst. Timeout Editor

Tired of typical, by the
books music award shows? Have
the Grammys got you falling
asleep due to the lack of passive
aggressive acceptance speeches,
uncomfortable
on-stage
breakdowns and an actual focus
on music? Well, fret no longer,
as MTV and Miley Cyrus
teamed up to make the 2015
Video Music Awards show one
to remember! But did it work
out for them? Considering the
viewership for the show (down
thirty nine percent from the
already lowish ratings of the
past two years), not really; but
don't let that persuade you
that some crazy stuff didn't go
down! Here is a quick list of the
biggest happenings from one
of America's most interesting
events, which managed to
make everyone forget that the
show was actually supposed
to be about music videos or
something. But hey, look at
that person twerking!

Miley Cyrus' Antics
Galore

Whether you love her,
hate her, view her as a feminist
icon or refer to her with a more
unkind word, one thing is
for certain: Miley Cyrus will
continue being Miley Cyrus.
This year, the former Disney
Channel darling was promoted
from ."crazy person who
randomly showed up to twerk
on stage" to the prodigious
role of "crazy person hosting
the show where crazy people

show up randomly to twerk on
stage," and yet it went slightly
better than expected. ·
But considering many
peoples' expectations were
at rock bottom, that's not
saying a whole lot. Despite
the expected clothing choices
and some "meh" skits about
grandmas and marijuana,
Miley did a satisfactory job
hosting, but is was not one
worth remembering. She also
did a surprise album drop a la
Beyonce at the end of the show,
but like most rational people, I
stopped caring by that point.

Kanye's
"Speech"

Vanguard

Kanye . . . dude, just ...
what? After a (deserved) dig at
everyone's favorite egomaniac
by Taylor Swift, West took the
stage to give his speech in the
form of a giant rant about art
among other things. For the
next 10 minutes or so, audience
members and Swift stood idly
by and wned out hard as Yeezy
said "bro" a lot and some other
stuff about his daughter and
baseball.
After going on about
promoting
truth
and
originality, celebrity Kanye
West, in a fashion totally unlike
celebrity
Donald Trump,
announced his entry into
politics come 2020, stating his
intention to run for President
of the United States. But hey,
he has modern philosopher
Jaden Smith supporting his bid
for presidency, so that's good
enough for me! Mr. West, you
have my vote for now, but just

make.sure to brush up on your
public speaking skills before
elections roll up.

Justin Bieber
(Another) Meltdown

Has

From humble beginnings
as an adorable and talented
Youtube star, to honing his
skills and becoming the Matt
Damon to Usher's Ben Affleck,
to falling to the dark side as an
annoying pot smoking brat who
only Orlando Bloom's fist can
love, Justin Bieber is basically
Anakin Skywalker. While ol'
Biebs won't bring balance to the
top 40 hits, he can at least try to
win back his alienated fanbase
by embracing his homeland
and doing what Canadians
do best: apologizing. And boy
did he apologize at the VMAs.
Nevertheless, even a Canadian
can only ask for forgiveness so
many times before succumbing
to exhaustion, as Justin did,
breaking down in tears, and
having Miley take over his
atoning duties.
Will
this
heartfelt
breakdown help his career?
It's too early ro say, but many
in the entertainment industry
are pointing out that he may
have been overdoing it just a
little. But you know how the
old saying goes, where there are
teenage girls and lonely middle
aged women never say never.

Nicki Minaj vs Miley
Cyrus
For about one minute
during the VMAs, any
light sources were rendered
mysteriously
nonfunctional.

Was it a freak power outage?
Was Bieber's meltdown too
close to a power outlet? The
correct answer is none of the
above, because whether you
watched this awkward piece of
television history live or were
a normal person and looked
up all the GIFs on Buzzfeed
the next day, you would know
that it was actually due to the
ludicrous amount of shade
that Miley and Nicki threw
at each other. Things heated
up following Miley's remark
that Nicki isn't that nice of a
person, which was a response
to the latter's comment about
the lack of racial diversity in the
VMA nominees' line up. Nicki
decided to try and prove Miley
wrong by calling her a less than
pleasant curse word.
Cyrus,
fresh
from
her skit about eating pot
brownies with Snoop Dog
and wearing a Rachel Dolezal
costume, replied that her
comment was totally taken
out of context and politely
posed the question that it was
. possible that Minaj didn't get
a nomination for ''Anaconda''
because the song just sucked,
like, REALLY bad, and not
because of her race. And also
because Nicki was a meanie
butthead. Shade and passive
aggression were thrown back
and forth relentlessly, while
poor Fat Amy was stuck in
the middle of the crossfire
for some reason. As of now,
neither artist has commented
on their actions, but we're
better off waiting for yet
another artist's thoughts on the
matter anyways.

WHAT'S GOOD ON THE MtEY AND NICKI BEEF?
/reformation compiled by: James Kidd and Saa:oon Smalls/ Timeout Editors
If you've been paying attention to the news, you have probably heard at least something about the spat between Miley Cyrus and Nicki Minaj during the 2015 Video
Music Awards show. This "feud" initially started with a misunderstanding on Twitter between the latter and Taylor Swift over the lack of racial diversity in the nomi
nees' list. Later on, in an interview with The New York Times, Cyrus commented that Minaj was in the wrong, and added that she "is not too kind." This culminated
on the night of the VMAs, when Nicki went on the offensive and tore apart Miley. Joining the ranks of thousands of others, here's what the staff members of The
Tiger have to say on this growing "beef" between the two artists.

"Nickifor President 2.020. Miley, what's
good?''· Re7ny Barnwell (Outlook Editor)

~q Nieki crdied m.e out li.ke ilw.t., I
lJn't leaW! m,1 lttmse. l>:m gh,;¥1,
Billy R ~s}ifm~ ,i,j RotMH.l.yn~m
lCO

li•e Con.tent Div.e~t')
"Miley Cyrus is "'Y spirit an.im,i.l. I
wouldfollow her into Hell."· Daniel
Kennedy.(Copy Editor)

"Oh no she didn'tP'-Lee Bundrick
(Layout Editor)
k

I ''lJeelpew<mally victimized ,,.,, Miky~s
1 utfus!'-'- E,ny Gabrkl(Layc,_,a Editor)
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Sometimes being lost
is nice. There's a strength
that comes with discovering
the world anew. Unseen
faces, far off places the things we day dream
about while bored in class.
I never thought I'd drive
up the Pacific Highway,
standing through a sun
roof, mountains to my right
and ocean hundreds of feet
below me to the left. I never
thought I'd stay in a Vegas
suite the night before the
biggest rave of the year by
accident. I never thought I'd
jump into a lake as clear as
glass in northern Montana
on a property I wasn't legally
allowed to be on. I definitely

never would have thought
I'd go skinny dipping under
the longest highway in the
U.S. at midday with cars
flying by above me.
I was never truly lost
until this summer. I had
always been places where
the way was paved for me,
where someone I knew had
gone before.
"Where are you going?"
everyone
asked.
Texas,
Arizona, Cali, Washington,
North Dakota, Iowa.
"wr
west, " I'd say. I was
going west, for no other
reason than to see what was
out there.
There
was
no
destination, no schedule.

It was just nie, my partner,
and my car, and, boy, were
we going places. As a guy
who'd never been west of the
Mississippi River, there was a
hell of a lot to see out there.
Eventually, I traded west for
north, north for east. My
destinations changed but
my goal the same. I wanted
to experience everything
this country had to offer
me. Nine hours a day we
drove. We'd wake up by
10, leave town by 11, drive
until something interesting
passed by and stop there for
an hour before continuing
on. Finally, we'd roll into a
town, explore and get some
much needed sleep.

People
always
say
Europe is so much more
interesting that America
because you can drive three
hours and you're in another
country. But, really, the
U.S. is similar. Sure, for the
most part everyone speaks
the same language, but
the geography is so varied
- three hours in the car
and you might is well be
across the world. America
flows into itself. There are
no walls separating places,
but there are gradients.
You're in an east coast forest
that fades into Louisiana
marshes, and then you're
surrounded
by
slowly
nothing but sky in the huge

expanse ofTexas. Texas fades
into desert, and then the
mighty red rock mountains
of Arizona are everywhere.
The air tastes different, you
know nothing anymore and
the world becomes so much
larger than it was yesterday.
It's exhilarating.
It's really hard to
explain to someone how my
trip around the U.S. changed
me, or what it meant to
me. I wasn't just sight
seeing. I was attempting
to live the lives of people
I could never actually be.
I didn't go ·co tourist traps;
I didn't see the fancy
landmarks. I just lived the
life of someone new every

day, opening my eyes each
morning to a different world.
I had been places before, I
had lived in a few different
areas, but my understanding
of the world was nowhere
near so wide. I met so
many people strangers
who
seemed
somehow
familiar. The ability of the
world to be vastly different
as well as fundamentally
the same is terrifying
and
awe-inspiring;
to
be able to see the beautiful
variants of something so
much larger than myself
in sµch a short time
span was nothing if not
and
overwhelming ·
undeniably incredible.
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Sport coat, and bowtie =
BRUHxedo

If a child had their first day of
school, but it wasn't posted on
Facebook, did it really happen?

I swear ... If I was smart in
high school ...

The shake weight. Never
forget

ABEAUTIFUL WEEKND
Cody Smoldt
Contributor

In 2011, Canadian
R&B artist Abel Tesfaye
(aka The Weeknd) released a
trilogy of mixtapes - "House
of Balloons," "Thursday" and
"Echoes of Silence" - that
explor~d the singer's drugged
out nocturnal fantasies in
explicit detail. Now in 2015,
after a co-sign and subsequent
feud with fellow Toronto
native Drake, The Weeknd
is one of the biggest pop
stars in the world.
A lot of people
will listen to Tesfaye's newest
project
"Beauty
Behind
the Madness" (released last
Friday by Republic Records)
and insist that the singer "sold

out," but I really don't think
that's true. Sure, lead single
"Earned It" sound-tracked
one of the biggest films ~f
the summer, and "Can't Feel
My Face" sounds like Bruno
Mars meets Michael Jackson.
The production is brighter
and more inviting than the
claustrophobic haze of his
mixtapes. He even did a song
with Ed Sheeran! This is all
true, but to say that Tesfaye
"sold out" implies that this
isn't the kind of music that he
himself wants to be making
and that just doesn't seem to
be the case here.
I'm not ready to
crown him the next King of
Pop, but Michael Jackson's
influence on "Beauty Behind
the Madness" is immediately
obvious, especially on tracks
like "In the Night" and the

aforementioned "Can't Feel
My Face." There are some
solid tracks here for fans of the
mixtapes as well, especially
the monstrous blast of "The
Hills," but "Beauty Behind
the Madness" is, for the most
part, unapologetically pop.
I'm not saying this
to point out a flaw or say that
I didn't enjoy the album; in
fact, the ability to cross over
to pop radio without selling
out is one of the album's
biggest strengths.
The
album bor;ows heavily from
most popular music from
the past five years, and then
does a line of coke for good
measure.
"Can't Feel My
Face" is especially effective at
this, with Tesfaye expressing
his affection for a woman the
only way he knows how she feels just like drugs.

"Beauty Behind the
Madness" isn't my favorite
R&B project from this year
(s/o Miguel) or even my
favorite project from The
Weeknd ("House of Balloons"
is just too awesome), but
it is a clear statement from
one of pop's brightest new
stars. Being the next King
of Pop might not actually be
that far off.

Key Tracks:
The Hills

Just abbreviated
"unsuccessful" as "USC"

Just saw someone take
a brick from in front of
Harcombe. So many
questions...

Can't Feel Mj Face
Dark Tunes (feat. F.d Sheeran)

Compiled by: James Kidd/ Assistant TimeOut editor
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1- Flat sound;
5- Extol;
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14- Spellbound;
15- Bear in the air;

66- Pertaining to open

28- Corrodes;

16- Board for nails;
17- Banned apple spray;
18- Kidneyshaped seed;
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29- Bert's buddy;
30- Swung around;
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43- Once every year;
46- Safety device;
48- Skilled;
51- Back talk;
53-Srupid;
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55-Au contraire!;

57- Super server;
58- Rational;
59- Old Testament book;
61- Russian range;
67- Absorb, as a cost;
68- Gotcha!;
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If the moon were made of spare
rib, would you eat it?
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► tomorrow.

►

Kanye West is a Gemini! So, you're
probably hated by everyone. Also,
don't run for president.

►

You will wake up today.

If you're getting too big for your
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You've been mean to people important
to you. Try the other side ofthe bed
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►

You will meet someone today who
has many leather bound books and an
office smelling of rich mahogany. You
may not know this, but that's kind of
a big deal.

conduct;
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►

You will make a terrible fuse
impression this week. Be prepared.

38- Bandleader Skinnay
41 - Nickname for New York~
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33- Deadly virus;
34- Grow to marurity;
35- Moral precept of
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AQUARIUS

,,I/ \ . Jan. 20 - Feb. 19

13- Diet. entries;

69- Billet_ (love letter);
70-_ Gay;
20- Bitter conflict;
71- Satirist Mort;
22- Pretend;
72- Years in old Rome;
23- Salt Lake City collegians; 73-Adjust to uro;
24- Cornfield cacophony;
74-Oilof_;
26- Greek letters;
75- Cool!;
28- Hold back;
32- Stick;
Down
36- Modern address;
1- Ladies of Sp.;
2 - Preservative;
37- 1957 hit for the
Bobbettes;
3- Box;
39- Modern bank card;
4- Exact;
40- Give the cold shoulder; 5-Tepid;
42-_Catta;
6 - Shipping magnate Onassis;
44- Exfrosh;
7- Meatgrading org.;
45- Connection;
8-Move rhythmically;
47- Medicinal shrub;
9- Law in La Paz;
49- Maui memento;
, 10- Lies in wait for;
50- Marsh plants;
11 - Encounter;
52- White wine;
12: Highland hillside;
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57- Quickly, quickly;
60- Former coin of France;
62- Add fizz;
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19- Jazz singer James;
21- Grange;
25- Eliot's Marner;
27- Find the sum of;

9- Gencle ones;
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TIMEOUT

CROSSWORD
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VIRGO

Aug. 24 - Sept. 22

LmRA

Sept. 23 - Oct. 23

►

britches, just remember: lions are
cats, and cats are stupid .

►

Take time to do something you love
today.

►

Avril Lavigne is a Libra. Avril
Lavigne separated Chad Kroeger
of Nickle back fame. You,too, will
make the best decision of your
life soon.

►

The sign for Scorpio is a scorpion.
The sign for professional wrestler
veteran Sting is also a scorpion. You
will be returning to something you
once loved very soon.

►

Be sure to take the steps instead of
the elevator or walk instead of take
the bus so that your back.side doesn't
SAGittarius.
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SCORPIO
Oct. 24 - Nov. 21

SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 22 - Dec. 21

CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 - Jan. 19

►

You are an absolute party animal.
You put Keith Richards to shame.
Thar being said, be sure and
hydrate before Sarurday. It's gonna
be a good one.

Horoscopes by: D. E. LYLES/ asst. news editor

By: Nathan Goodroe, Contributor
A relationship between rapper and once-Degrassi actor, Drake, and tennis phenom, Serena Williams, is budding. No one quite knows how they feel about each
other - as far as we know, they may not either. Their family and friends have been interviewed about whether Drake really has good intentions or if they support
the two sharing a kiss after Serena's U.S. Open championship. If they do become a thing, there are two things they will need to do: make a good couple name and
model their relationship after these three power couples.
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Prince William, and Kate
Middleton

Marie and Pierre Curie

Their wedding was broadcasted in 180
countries with approximately 162 million people
watching. Keep in mind, these royals have little to
no influence in the modern British government, yet
the entire world is wrapped around their fingers.
Nevertheless, Kate was a normal girl who literally
fell in love with a prince and became a princess.
This pair is the world's equivalent to the high school
quarterback dating the head cheerleader.

Some couples solve the Sunday crossword
together on Sunday mornings, others may share a
romantic candlelit dinner, but this couple worked
together to discover radium and won and Nobel
prize. If you work in radioactivity, it's pretty tough
to miss their contributions. If you don't, than its
easy to forget about this isotopic one-two punch.
Their children also won Nobel prizes; it must run
in the genes.

Beyonce andJay-Z

Some say this is America's royal couple. They
conquered ·the music industry separately for a few
years before joining forces to make "Drunk in
Love" and Blue Ivy. It is sometimes frustrating how
talented they both are, boasting 25 total Grammy
awards between them. Almost everything musical
they touch turns to an instant hit, and for good
reason . They understand what people like. Who
knows what lies in the future for them? An entire
collaboration entitled, "Family Affair?" Starring
roles in .a revival of Gershwin's "Porgy and Bess?"

Hopefully Drake and Serena (Drena? Serake?) stay together and become another great power couple. They stay in the headlines by beating their opponents,
on the tennis court and over Twitter, but it takes more to make a real relationship. They already dated back in 2011 and split soon after. Perhaps this time they
have ironed out all of the problems from last time.
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